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OfflineWiki

r15 - 2020-09-09 - 22:48  DaveCasper

EricTorrence 2019 01 25 FASER Offline Software Links repository repository (shared raw data formats) repository project repository ( interface...

WebStatistics
r436 - 2020-09-09 - 03:02  TWikiAdminUser

Statistics for FASER Web Month: Topic views: Topic saves: File uploads: Most popular topic views: Top contributors for topic save...

MPODITestList
r3 - 2020-09-04 - 16:15  CandanDozen

MPOD Interlock(MPODI) Board Test MPODI board schematic The function of MPOD Interlock board is turning MPOD off when 2 chillers stop working to avoid possible damage...

Cable
NEW - 2020-08-31 - 14:19  HidetoshiOtono

For FASER (3 stations) Length From To Ordered Needed Spare in TI12 Used in prototype plane Comment LV long 13m Main rack (MPOD) Splitter...

TrackerReadout
r21 - 2020-08-19 - 18:18  SergioGonzalez

The documents on tracker readout can be found here. GPIO starter instruction is found here. TRB Firmware update 1. Download firmware version from: 2. Follow procedure...

FaserMagnet
r2 - 2020-08-18 - 16:58  JamieBoyd

FASER Magnet Magnet Design The details of the FASER dipole magnet design can be seen in the design report here. Magnet orientation The current plan is...

GENIE
NEW - 2020-07-23 - 16:08  AkitakaAriga

AkitakaAriga 2020 07 23 Installation / usage of GENIE, done for the pilot run analysis Note This is Aki’s memo when the FASERNu LOI and pilot run analysis. GENIE...

FASERComputingResources
r2 - 2020-07-17 - 18:49  AkitakaAriga

FASER Computing Resources This page summarizes the computing resources available to FASER (including FASERNu). At the moment this just covers storage space at CERN...

FaserPapers
r8 - 2020-07-14 - 10:27  JamieBoyd

Welcome to the FASER papers page. The following is a list of the current public papers of the FASER Collaboration: of Intent (1811.10243) Proposal (...}

ModuleFrame
r5 - 2020-06-16 - 07:35  HidetoshiOtono

Introduction (taken from 1 ) The FASER tracker consists of three stations, each of them composed of three planes with eight SCT modules per plane. Each station is...

PostCovidTestingFASERTDAQ
Post COVID19 testing at CERN Phone numbers Outside CERN: 075 411 XX XX (omit 16 from the number below) Name Phone number Jamie 16 1921 Brian 16...

Remote connection to control PC The SMC chiller is connected to a small form factor control PC (pc unige irrad) running Windows 10. In order to connect to the control...

Enabling remote operation When operating the chiller manually via the front panel it is said to be in LOCAL mode. To enable remote operation the chiller has to be...

MPOD commissioning ENH1 Test Procedure MPOD 01 and MPOD 02 are reserved for LV boards while MPOD 00 is for HV boards and they are located in the main rack 1. Each...

Cabling Sketch: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/FASER/CableSetUp/Cableup1plane.pdf CandanDozen 2020 03 20

Welcome to the FASER Past Presentations webpage (protected) This page is protected and only accessible by people on the faser all egroup. For other FASER webpages...

Welcome to the 1 Webpage FASER (ForwArd Search ExpeRiment at the LHC) is a proposed experiment to be situated 480m along the line of sight of the proton collisions...

Scripts for extracting figures / captions from FASER papers and creating webpages from them https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/FASER/InternalFaserSite/process...
FASER Databases This page is intended to collect information and plan the implementation of the databases used in FASER. Database Meetings 25 Nov 19 Database Conventions...

Welcome to the 1 Webpage FASER (ForwArd Search ExpeRiment at the LHC) is a proposed experiment to be situated 480m along the line of sight of the proton collisions...

Welcome to the internal FASER page for plots/material to be shown in Public The idea of this page is to keep a repository of plots/material that can be shown in public...

FASER Web Preferences The following settings are web preferences of the FASER web. These preferences overwrite the site level preferences in . and...

TWiki search by CERN Search Results You may also search with the internal TWiki WebSearch . Please note that TWiki internal WebSearch may be very slow for large...
WebChanges < FASER < TWiki

WebIndex
NEW - 2006-11-15 - 20:43  TWikiContributor

WebChanges
NEW - 2006-11-15 - 20:43  TWikiContributor

WebAtom
NEW - 2006-01-24 - 07:07  TWikiContributor

TWiki's FASER web The 1 web of TWiki. TWiki is a Web Based Collaboration Platform for the Enterprise.

WebCreateNewTopic
NEW - 2005-11-08 - 07:37  TWikiContributor

WebRss
NEW - 2005-03-28 - 11:40  TWikiContributor

/FASER The 1 web of TWiki. TWiki is a Web Based Collaboration Platform for the Enterprise.

WebNotify
NEW - 2005-03-28 - 11:40  TWikiContributor

This is a subscription service to be automatically notified by e mail when topics change in this 1 web. This is a convenient service, so you do not have to come...

TWeeederTopics
NEW - 2000-01-01 - 01:00  PeterJones

TWeeeder info for default Total Number of topics: 14 0 Topics updated during the last 7 days Days Web Topic Date 0 Topics updated during the...

TWeeederSummaryViews
NEW - 2000-01-01 - 01:00  PeterJones

Number of topics: 43
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